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DUNMORE Presenting on New Backsheet Testing Procedure at Solar Power International
Novel testing procedure designed to test the resilience of the PV backsheet will be discussed during SPI’s
poster session.
Visit DUNMORE at Booth #2570 at Solar Power International
Bristol, Pa., October 21, 2013 – DUNMORE Corporation will be discussing a new procedure developed
to test the resilience of the PV backsheet during Solar Power International’s Educational Poster Session.
There are few other industries that require their products to last over 20 years. The backsheet, exposed
to the elements and electrical current, is a potential source of module failure that requires exhaustive
quality control. Backsheets not subject to adequate quality control can fail before the end of the solar
module’s designed lifespan. This procedure was designed to identify the potential for mechanical failures
in the field due to maintenance, exposure to elements and physical impact that may occur during the 20+
year operational lifespan.
DUNMORE Corporation will be discussing this new test methodology at Booth #2570 during Solar Power
International October 21-24 in Chicago, IL. The official presentation will be given by Daniel Bartholomä,
DUNMORE Europe GmbH Director of PV Sales, during SPI’s Educational Poster session taking place
Wednesday October 23 4:30-6p.m. at the Educational Posters Booth #4806.
DUNMORE Corporation has been manufacturing PV backsheets since 2007 and during that time has
developed a reputation as an innovator for products and programs such as DUN-SOLAR ID forensic
identification technology and DUN-SOLAR Desert, the first high abrasion PV backsheet designed for arid
climates. The legacy of innovation continues with new lines of DUN-SOLAR PPE+ and TPE black
backsheets. The newly engineered laminates use the latest base materials to deliver top performance,
price and durability with the chic look needed for the residential market.
About DUNMORE
DUNMORE Corporation is a global supplier of engineered coated and laminated films and foils.
DUNMORE offers film conversion services such as coating, metallizing and laminating along with contract
film manufacturing. DUNMORE produces coated film, metallized film and laminating film substrates for
the photovoltaic, graphic arts, packaging, aerospace, insulation, surfacing and fashion industries.
DUNMORE is privately held, ISO 9001:2008 and OSHA VPP Star certified. For complete information on
DUNMORE’s products, services and industries served, please visit DUNMORE’s website
http://www.dunmore.com/.
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